Truth
By understanding the cause and effect of how early exposure
to money transactions occur, you are awakening to truth.
Whatever your personal circumstances were in your youth
are just that – circumstances – not necessarily truth. If you
are unhappy with your present financial situation, look at the
misbeliefs that you were exposed to as a child, not only from
your parents, but also from your religion, your government,
or your education.
Right now I am going to tell you the universal truth about
money. Every other thing that you have heard or every other
thought that you believe is fiction.
First, and most importantly, money is a tool on earth for the
expression of love. Through money, love can be expressed
for oneself, others, humanity, living creatures, the earth, or
ideas. An uncomplicated paradigm for life existing within
universal truth is that there is prosperity and abundance for
all creatures on earth. All ideas have merit and those leading
to the expansion of love in any area will prosper. Those
which do not will die.
As long as all of humanity embraces and successfully gives
and receives love, the natural abundance will be discovered
by all.
In an imperfect society where universal truth is not the
foremost directive, there is still enough prosperity and
abundance for all. Every person is entitled to a happy joyful
life filled with the things and experiences that satisfy them.
As one person’s wealth expands, others’ do as well.
Prosperity breeds prosperity.
Those who are not
experiencing wealth are living within the fictitious false ideas
that compromised the natural feelings of abundance that
they were born with. As long as one false idea became a
belief, thus replacing the rightful idea of natural abundance,
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the ability for that person to experience natural abundance
may be compromised.
At this point, I would like to give you an exercise that will
help you to reveal your own belief system in terms of money.
This exercise is critical in helping you discover where you are
living unconsciously and will awaken you to improved ideas
that will help you journey towards riches.
To get your copy of Wyce’s Money Book go to
www.TheAnswersUnlimited.com
or call 1-866-263-3879
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